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Working Title: Coming Away With Songstress On The Rise -  Kimberley Inniss 

By Sandra Sealy 

 

Her quiet strength emanated like perfume.  Something told me Kimberley Samantha 

Inniss was at a good place in her life right now.   

Casually clad in denim capri pants with a rose pink tube top, matching pink chandelier 

earrings and high heeled sandals, Kimberley certainly looked the part of a young diva on 

the rise-comfortably capable of meeting the world on her own terms. 

With all that she has achieved to date-her début album “Come With Me” (launched in 

2006 to coincide with her 25
th

 birthday on September 19
th

); +regional and international 

requests for performances and collaborations and, the opportunity to perform for the 

Tempo MTV launch.  If that wasn’t enough, Kimberley opened in Summer 2006 for 

R&B superstar Ne-Yo on her island home in Barbados.  In addition, she was nominated 

for “Best Ragga Soca Female” and “Best Party Monarch Female” at the inaugural 

Barbados Music Awards.  She tops the 2007 Barbados Music Award list with 11 

nominations-ahead of Bajan sensation Rihanna’s 10.  Kimberley should be sitting pretty.  

But this young woman takes nothing for granted.   

As we chatted over soft drinks and fish cakes against a backdrop of azure sea at the 

Brighton Beach based Weisers Restaurant, she told me her story. 

Kimberley, eldest of three children, started singing at age three, under the watchful eye of 

Mum Grace Clarke - who was the choir director at church.  Like many dynamic 



songstresses, Kimberley’s roots are embedded in gospel.  She sang with the Barbados 

Mass Choirs and the “Miraclettes” as well as leading several New York State choirs in 

the US, where she spent many of her formative years.  But soul music, inspired by greats 

like Chaka, Aretha and Stevie, emerged as her favourite music.  “I can really express 

myself [in soul music].”  When it comes to influences from soca, Kimberley declares, 

“Destra [from Trinidad] all the way!”  

Kimberley Inniss has been singing professionally for the past three years.  Her song 

“Obsession” released in 2003 was fairly popular.  The second-place winner for the 2005 

Cable & Wireless Superstar Search continued along her path of growth.  This led to 

unusual fusions that worked; namely the infectious ragga soca hit “My Hips”-also on her 

album-with Lil’ Rick, which burnt up the airwaves for Barbados’ 2006 Crop Over 

Festival.   The R&B chanteuse meeting gritty homeboy collaboration is reminiscent of 

the musical partnering of Shakira and Wyclef Jean in “Hips Don’t Lie”.  A coincidence? 

“Actually, I had the rhythm [for “My Hips”] in a loop in my collection in a soca style 

long before I heard Shakira.  Originally when I wrote it, the song was “My Lips” not “My 

Hips”. 

Say what? 

“My manager Andrew Daniel said ‘Lips is a little too personal’,” laughed Kimberley.  

Finding a way to talk about dancing in a way no one else had explored was not her only 

dilemma: “I wasn’t sure how to phrase it.  Whatever came out, came out and became the 

hook.  We weren’t even sure how we were going to fit in Lil’ Rick.”   But Rick had to be 



a part of the project.  Hence, his rhythmic punctuations of “Move that bumper some 

more!” 

When it comes to writing songs, this doe-eyed Virgo is all about freshness and quality in 

music and message.  Kimberley finds that after composing and “feeling” the music, the 

lyrics seem to flow. She always approaches her themes from a new angle.  “I also wrote 

songs for my son Maleek and my daughter Makaila.”    

Now where artistic control is concerned, she is no slouch at stepping up: “I write and 

produce all my songs. Sometimes I clashed with the producers [on the album].  Why 

should we follow what everyone else is doing?  I was very stubborn when it came to my 

music.  You have to stand up for yourself.  Artists will get people trying to push then in 

different directions but they need to know their strong points and find the right people to 

work with.  You have to be consistent and you will be criticized.  Build up on that energy 

and make something positive out of it.” 

Of course I had to ask about how she felt about being first runner up the 2005 regional 

Digicel Rising Stars Competition.  The winner, eighteen year old Vincentian Kioyka 

Cruickshank, walked off with the top prize of a recording contract and cash for the 

inaugural Eastern Caribbean leg of the competition.  “Of course I was disappointed, but I 

view it as a way to get the Caribbean to know who Kimberley Inniss is.  It certainly 

didn’t end there.  Now I’m glad I placed second because if I had won, people would have 

dictated to me about my music.  It was a good experience.”  It also led to opportunities to 

perform in the Caribbean. 



And what does Kimberley look for when it comes to men?  

“Strong…independent…ambitious…a good role model for my son.  Those are the 

qualities I look for.”  She obviously found them in her fiancé Anthony Caesar, who 

works in construction and who offers unwavering support.  And how did they meet?  

“My best friend introduced us,” she beamed. The next natural thing was to ask about 

what grand plans she had for her nuptials-doesn’t every girl? Kimberley’s vision for their 

wedding is interestingly at odds with Anthony’s: “I don’t want a big wedding.  A 

witness…me… Anthony…the priest.  I had a dream about being on the beach in my 

wedding dress.  I don’t like crowds and I’m very private.  But we’ll see.” Not to worry; 

true love always finds a way to work things out. 

On the horizon are plans for a music video, extra-regional touring and writing and 

producing for other artists from her home-based studio.  The release of the album is 

attracting corporate sponsors interested in seeing her projects come to fruition.   

While aiming for the moon, the grounded young woman is content to catch a few stars on 

the way: “It was always a dream of mine to represent Barbados.  I’m looking for great 

things to happen even if I don’t make it big like Rihanna.  I could live with being a 

producer or songwriter.”  Besides, Kimberley’s priorities assure a win-win situation:  

“1) God 2) my family 3) my music.” 
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Sandra Sealy is a multi award-winning Barbadian writer of poetry, fiction and drama.  Her début CD, 

“Beauty Of The Bald Head: The Jazzy Spoken-word Single” was favourably reviewed by Ejazznews.com.   


